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Funding opportunities
Dear readers,
"EURAXESS – Researchers in Motion" is a European Commission initiative
focused on researcher mobility and career development. EURAXESS is
active in 40 European countries and has representatives in six
countries/regions around the world, including in the Latin American and
Caribbean region: EURAXESS CELAC.

EURAXESS CELAC Funding
opportunities is a list of open
calls to fund researchers’
mobility, compiled by the
EURAXESS CELAC team.
The information contained in
this publication is intended for
personal use only. It should
not be taken in any way to
reflect the views of the
European Commission nor of
the Delegations of the
European Union in the region.
Please
email
brazil@euraxess.net with any
comments on this list,
contributions you would like to
make, if you think any other
colleagues
would
be
interested in receiving this
document, or if you wish to
unsubscribe.
Editors: Charlotte GRAWITZ,
EURAXESS
CELAC,
Representative, Ingrid Le
Van, Programme Officer

Adapted from our flagship publication in Brazil, the EURAXESS CELAC list of
funding opportunities brings open calls to fund researchers mobility. The jobs,
grants and fellowships announced are funded by the European Commission,
EU member states or associated countries as well as private
institutionsand are open to researchers from Latin America and Caribbean
States
This list is published on a regular basis. This edition is valid for December.
To find more opportunities, we invite you to consult the EURAXESS Portal, and
more specifically the:


EURAXESS Job database that lists thousands of vacancies from more
than 40 European countries and other regions in the world.



And the Funding database allowing you to search for the funding
programme you need for your mobility or research cooperation project.

Please note that individual researchers can upload their CVs on the portal,
register their searches and create alerts to be informed when a vacancy
matching their profile has been published. Funding organisations can publish
their funding opportunities and scholarships on the EURAXESS website to
increase their visibility and reach the best candidates worldwide.
We hope this list will help you turn your interest in research mobility into reality
and remain at your disposal to discuss your projects.
Your EURAXESS CELAC Team
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Grants & Fellowships
1European Union
Useful links:
Horizon
Portal.

2020

Participant

International cooperation
ALL H2020 calls are open to
international
and
more
specifically Latin American
and
Caribbean
participation.
For more details on funding of
applicants
from
non-EU
countries, click here.

Horizon 2020 – Work programme 2018-2020 out
now!
Horizon 2020 is the EU funding programme for research and innovation
running from 2014 to 2020 with a €80 billion budget. H2020 supports
scientifically-excellent research, innovation, and technological development,
through collaborative research projects as well as grants and fellowships
to individuals.
The final Work Programme for Horizon 2020 covers the budgetary years 2018,
2019 and 2020, representing an investment of around €30 billion.
The vast majority of this funding is allocated on the basis of competitive calls
open to applications from researchers, businesses and other interested
organisations located in any of
the EU Member States or
countries associated to Horizon 2020. It is also open to the world, so Latin
American and Caribbean researchers and institutions are very welcome to get
involved.
Access all open calls on the Horizon 2020 Participant Portal.

Horizon 2020 – What’s in it for CELAC?
The European Union’s Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2018-2020, including
preliminary information on all calls to be launched until 2020 has now been
published. SEE HERE FOR CALLS SPECIFICALLY OPEN TO CELAC
RESEARCHERS AND INSTITUITIONS.
On pages 11 and 12 of the « Roadmap for EU - CELAC S&T cooperation », you
will find topics of particular interest for CELAC within the HORIZON 2020 work
programme 2018-20.
Access all open calls on the Horizon 2020 Participant Portal by entering the
Topic ID of the call in the search engine (top-right corner of page)
Deadlines: varying depending on call
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ERC Consolidator Grants
What are the ERC Consolidator Grants?
ERC Consolidator Grants are designed to support excellent Principal
Investigators at the career stage at which they are consolidating their own
independent research team. Up to €2.75 millions are available for projects of up
to 5 years duration.
Who can apply?

European Research Council
(ERC) funding schemes are
open to top researchers of
any nationality or age who
wish to carry out their frontier
research in the 28 EU
Member States or associated
countries.

Researchers of any nationality with 7-12 years experience since completion
of PhD (Extensions are possible under certain circumstances — see the latest
ERC Work Programme), a scientific track record showing great promise and an
excellent research proposal.
How much?
Consolidator Grants may be awarded up to € 2 million for a period of 5 years.
(pro rata for projects of shorter duration). However, an additional € 0.75 million
can be made available to cover eligible “start-up” costs for researchers moving
from a third country to the EU or an associated country and/or the purchase of
major equipment and/or access to large facilities.
An ERC grant can cover up to 100% of the total eligible direct costs of the
research plus a contribution of 25% of the total eligible costs towards indirect
costs.

Find the ERC National
Contact Points in Celac
here.

In
EURAXESS
Celac
quarterly newsletter to be
released in December, we will
publish a Guide on how
researchers from Celac can
benefit from the ERC
funding and cooperation
schemes. Stay tuned!

-

Location
Research must be conducted in a public or private research organisation
(known as a Host Institution/HI). It can be the HI where the applicant already
works in Europe, or any other HI located in one of the EU Member States or
associated countries
Important information on the call is included in the ERC Work Programme 2018
and especially in the call-specific Information for Applicants. The mandatory
templates are available from the Participant Portal.
Deadline: 15 February 2018
About the ERC:
Set up in 2007 by the EU, the European Research Council is the first panEuropean funding organisation for frontier research. It aims to stimulate
scientific excellence in Europe by encouraging competition for funding between
the very best, creative researchers of any nationality and age. The ERC also
strives to attract top researchers from anywhere in the world to come to Europe.
It funds young, early-career top researchers ('ERC Starting grants'), already
independent excellent scientists ('ERC Consolidator Grants'), and senior
research leaders ('ERC Advanced Grants').
Please, note that ERC grants support projects carried out by an individual
researcher ('Principal Investigator') who can employ researchers of any
nationality as team members. It is also possible to have one or more team
members located in a non-European country.
Vacancies for team members interested in joining an ERC led research project,
can be published on the Euraxess-Jobs portal.

ERC Proof of Concept Grant 2018
Additional ERC funding scheme for researchers of all nationalities who
already got an ERC grant (Starting, Consolidator, Advanced or Synergy) which
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is either ongoing or where the project has ended less than 12 months before
the publication date of an ERC Proof of Concept call. The grants are worth up
to €150,000 for a duration of up to 18 months.
Deadline: 16 January 2018

Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions – Open call to
select Innovative training networks (ITN)
Innovative Training Networks (ITN) is the main European doctoral training
programme, putting a special emphasis on non-academic sector participation
and the innovation dimension. Innovative training networks bring together
complementary institutions from different countries worldwide to train a
new generation of researchers.
It is funded under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions/ Horizon2020 European
Union funding programme.
The call will be open to consortia of organisations such as universities,
research centres or companies, that propose a research training network,
including Latin American and Caribbean institutions.There are three types
of Innovative Training Networks:
1.

European Training Networks (ETN)

Joint research training, implemented by at least three partners from in and
outside academia. The aim is for the researcher to experience different sectors
and develop their transferable skills by working on joint research projects.
The organisations should be established in at least three different EU or
associated countries. Additional participants from any organisation anywhere in
the world, including Brazil and other CELAC can also join a network.
2.

In
EURAXESS
Celac
quarterly newsletter to be
released in December, we will
publish a Guide on how
researchers,
organisations
and staffs from CELAC can
benefit from MSCA. Stay
tuned!

European Industrial Doctorates (EID)

Joint doctoral training delivered by at least one academic partner entitled to
award doctoral degrees, and at least one partner from outside academia,
primarily enterprise. Each participating researcher is enrolled in a doctoral
programme and is jointly supervised by supervisors from the academic and
non-academic sector, where they spend at least 50% of their time.
The aim is for the doctoral candidates to develop skills inside and outside
academia that respond to public and private sector needs.
The organisations should be established in at least two different EU or
associated countries. A wider set of partner organisations from anywhere in the
world may also complement the training.
3.

European Joint Doctorates (EJD):

A minimum of three academic organisations form a network with the aim of
delivering joint, double or multiple degrees. Joint supervision of the research
fellow and a joint governance structure are mandatory. The aim is to promote
international, intersectorial and multi/interdisciplinary collaboration in doctoral
training in Europe.
The organisations should be from different EU or associated countries. The
participation of additional organisations from anywhere in the world, including
from the non-academic sector, is encouraged.
The maximum duration of an ITN project is four years. Calls are annual.
Read the guide for applicants for more details.
Deadline: 17 January 2018.
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Please, note that the call is not open to individual researchers/students.
Latin American and Caribbean researchers interested in high quality doctoral-level training in and outside
academia can apply to the PhD positions created by these networks, including Industrial Doctorate and Joint
Doctorate. They are advertised on the Euraxess Job portal.

European University institute (EUI) - Fernand
Braudel Incoming Senior Fellowships
Fellowships last for up to ten months in one of the EUI's four Departments
which in turn invite fellows to participate in departmental activities (seminars,
workshops, colloquia, etc.).
Fellows are encouraged to make contact with researchers sharing their
academic interests, may be involved in the teaching and thesis supervision
tasks of EUI professors, and associated with one of the research projects being
carried out at the EUI.
There are two annual deadlines for applications, depending on the
department:

Find many other calls
funded by the European
Commission, Member states
and associated countries in
the still open section below.

-

30 March 2018 (Law, Economics)

-

30 September 2018 (Economics, History and Civilisation, Political
& Social sciences)

EURAXESS Jobs
There are currently around 10489 research job positions / 5100 offers (all
over Europe, but also in other countries including in CELAC and in all
disciplines) announced on the EURAXESS Jobs database. Opportunities can
be viewed by country, level of seniority, field or research or via free text
searches.
Please note that these jobs also include doctoral positions, including those
funded by the Marie Sklodowska Curie Actions (MSCA – ITN & Cofund) and by
the European Research Council (ERC).
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2 EU Member States
Associated Countries
Find out about all the free
services
EURAXESS
provides to researchers and
employers.
You can save time and
money by using more than
500 EURAXESS Centres and
contact points around Europe
to help you with a range of
issues
including
visa
requirements,
work
regulations, taxation and
social security.

and

National EURAXESS Portals
The latest information on open calls for national grants and fellowships in the
40 member countries of the EURAXESS network can be accessed on the
respective national EURAXESS portals:
Austria, Belgium, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Macedonia,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey, UK.

AUSTRIA – Ernst Mach Grant (Incoming)
The Austrian government awards Ernst Mach Grants to postgraduates, PhDs,
postdocs and lecturers from all over the world to conduct studies in Austria
for one to 9 months in the following fields:
- Natural Sciences;
- Technical Sciences
- Medicine
- Agriculture
- Social Sciences
- Humanities
- Arts
Applicants must not have studied/pursued research/pursued academic work in
Austria in the last six months before taking up the grant. Maximum age: 35
years.
Deadline:1 March 2018

AUSTRIA – Richard Plaschka Fellowship (Incoming)
Grant for visiting university lecturers (Postgraduates, PhD holders,
researchers) in humanities (History, Archaeology, Linguistics and Literature,
Arts) who are primarily occupied with Austria-related topics.
Recipients of Plaschka grants can work in Austria as visiting researchers for 4
to 18 months at university departments and institutes and carry out specialist
studies in libraries, archives or at research institutions.
Deadline: 1 March 2018
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BELGIUM - PRoF Award for innovative projects in
healthcare applications - Call for candidates 2018
(Incoming)
The University of Ghent is looking for innovative projects in the broad domain
of healthcare applications to enter an award competition organised by the
PRoF chair, held by prof. dr. R. Peleman.
The competition accepts all innovations created in the healthcare domain
(medical, care, ageing society, etc.) and more specifically one of the following
areas:
-

new concepts or theories in healthcare models (medical, care, ageing
society)
new insights regarding healthcare infrastructure (architecture and/or
equipment)
innovating healthcare processes and/or procedures
innovating healthcare products and/or services

AWARD DETAILS:
The jury will select the top 3 innovating projects that will be invited to present
their project during the international symposium on May 16th 2018 at Ghent
University. During the symposium, a winner will be selected out of these 3
laureates who will receive the PRoF award (with a value of 10.000 €). The
winner will be invited to present the results achieved by winning the award
during the 2019 Award Symposium.
Deadline for registering: 8 January 2018. Deadline for submission: 1 March
2018
The themes are:
Brazil:
- Digitalisation
Innovation
- Efficient
management
Colombia:

DENMARK - Call for research collaboration projects
in growth and transition countries
and
healthcare

- Veterinary and food safety
Mexico:
- Energy planning and wind
modelling
- Strengthening
primary
healthcare.

Supports strategic research cooperation projects between a research
institution or a university in Denmark and a partner country (Brazil, Mexico and
Colombia included) which will generate new knowledge relevant to the needs
and strategies of the growth and transition countries and contribute to
strengthening research capacity in developing countries. The Window 2 Call for
research with partners in growth and transition countries is available to
Brazilians, Mexicans and Colombians (see themes in left column).
WHO? Only research-based institutions in Denmark are eligible for these
research grants and only in partnership with research institutions in the
countries mentioned above.
The duration of projects is 18 to 36 months within a maximum grant of DKK 5
million for each project
Deadline: 2 February 2018.

DENMARK - Danida Mobility Grants (incoming)
The grants aim to facilitate the creation and development of international
networks and research collaboration through research stays in Denmark by
researchers from the growth and transition countries included in the “Partnering
with Denmark” programme, among them Brazil, Colombia, Mexico.
Eligibility: PhD holders in the areas mentionned above.
No application deadline.
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DENMARK - H.C. Ørsted postdoc programme
(Incoming)
Technical University of Denmark (DTU) invites highly talented experienced
researchers who have achieved outstanding results in their research while
demonstrating excellence and potential in their field to apply for one of the
fellowships under the H.C. Ørsted Postdoc programme, co-funded by Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Actions.
The program includes two types of fellowships; junior (postdoc) and senior
(assistant/associate professor).
-

-

Junior fellowships (postdoc) for those who have received their PhD
degree within the period of 0 months to 5 years from the time of
recruitment (1 July). Junior fellowship contracts are offered for 12‐ 24
months; 24 months being the general duration;
Senior fellowships (assistant/associate professor) for applicants who
have 5+ years of experience from PhD graduation at the time of
recruitment (1 July), and should be at a level of their career where they
have had postdoc fellowships or similar and are ready academically to
enter the next level of the career ladder. Senior fellowship contracts are
offered for 3‐ 12 months; 12 months being the general duration.

Eligibility : At the time of recruitment applicants must not have resided or carried
out their main activity in Denmark or at DTU for more than 12 months in the 3
years immediately prior to recruitment.
Applications must lie within one of five programme areas :
-

Mathematics, physics, space research and informatics
Chemistry, biotechnology and chemical engineering
Electronics and communication
Construction, production, buildings and transportation
Life science

Deadline : Call to open on 1 December. 23 February 2018
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FRANCE - Institut Curie
fellowships IC-3i (Incoming)

International

PhD

The call aims at recruiting motivated students for 12 PhD projects, with
contracts starting in October 2018.
The thesis projects cover Institut Curie’s 4 main research axes and its
translational department:
The IC-3i international PhD
Program is co-funded by the
European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation
programme under the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie
grant
agreement No 666003.

Biology & Chemistry of Radiations, Cell Signaling & Cancer
Biology, Cancer, Genetics & Epigenetics
Integrative Tumour Biology, Immunology & Environment
Multiscale Physics-Biology-Chemistry
Translational Research

The IC-3i-PhD fellows will carry out research at Institut Curie, located
in Paris (France) and its surroundings. This vibrant environment is based on
the pluri-disciplinary approaches and excellence offered by over 80 research
groups comprising Institut Curie’s 12 research departments and its hospital
group.
Deadline : 18 January 2018

FRANCE – Victor Hugo Scholarships (Incoming;
sandwich masters and PhD)
Pilot programme of the University of Franche-Comté, with the financial support
of the City of Besançon and the Burgundy Franche-Comté Region, encouraging
university exchanges with Latin America (Central and South America, the
Caribbean, Spanish and Portuguese language countries) and Haiti.
The aim is offer scholarship to study for one year at the University of
Franche-Comté as part of a Master's or Doctoral programme.
Funding includes university tuition fees, single room accommodation at the
University campus for 12 months, two meals per day at the university
restaurant, Internet subscription and intensive French language lessons for two
months (July and August) at CLA - Center of Applied Linguistics of the
University of Franche-Comté.
Deadline: TBC (call opening end Nov)

FRANCE - Post-doctoral research visits at Inria
(Incoming)
All year long, the French Institute for Research in Computer Science and
Automation (INRIA) organises post-doctoral research visits for individuals of all
nationalities holding a PhD. Particular attention will be paid to French and
international candidates who have studied their PhD abroad. Rolling basis:
Currently 18 positions open with varying criteria.
Deadlines depending on the project: from 30 November 2017 - 31 December
2017
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FRANCE – Invited Scholars Fellowships at IHEAL
(Incoming) in social sciences
The Institute of Latin American Studies (IHEAL - University Sorbonne NouvelleParis 3) has opened its 2018-2019 call for Invited professors in all fields of
social science. For the academic year 2018-2019, classes in Geography,
Economy and Anthropology are highly preferred, as well as candidates working
on Central America, the Caribbean and the Andean countries
WHO? Open to foreign researchers and professors (from North America,
South America and Europe) who specialise in the study of Latin-American
societies and work in universities in these regions.
Deadline: 7 January 2018

Note: LE STUDIUM offers
multiple formats of temporary
long
stay
(scholarships,
professors, etc.) as well as
additional
programmes
(international
research
consortium, summer school,
workshop, seminar) designed
to attract to the region
experienced
foreign
researchers.
The General Programme is
open to all areas of
research
currently
established in the region and
specific targeted programmes
aim to recruit researchers in
connection with the ARD2020
smart specialisation strategy
of the Centre-Val de Loire
region.

FRANCE – Le Studium Research Fellowships
(Incoming, post-doctoral)
The call for projects at LE STUDIUM Loire Valley Institute for Advanced Studies
is open to all research disciplines and offers post-doctoral fellowships for
international experienced researchers in region Centre-Val de Loire laboratories
including:
-

A 12-month fellowship in a high level laboratory
Integration in an international scientific community
Funding and organisation of international scientific events
Enabling environment (housing, administrative support, etc...)

Eligibility:
Candidates have to identify a research team in the region Centre-Val de Loire
accepting to host the one-year residency. If necessary, LE STUDIUM can help
establishing a link with a laboratory in the desired scientific field in the region.
Deadline: 8 February 2018

FRANCE - Eiffel excellence scholarships 2017
(Incoming)
The programme aims to attract elite overseas students on Masters (12 to 36
months) and PhD courses (for 10 months under a thesis joint supervision or cotutorship).
The three major areas of study covered by the Eiffel program are:
-

-

Engineering sciences at Master level, sciences in a broader sense for
PhD level (engineering sciences, exact sciences: mathematics, physics,
chemistry and life sciences, nano and bio-technology, earth and
environmental sciences, information and communication sciences and
technology),
Economics and management,
Law and political science.

Eligibility: All nationalities except French. Applicants must be no more than
30 years old for masters, 35 years old for PhD.
Note that applications must be submitted by the French higher education
institutions.
Deadline: 12 January 2018
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FRANCE – AgreenSkills+ (outgoing) postdoctoral
fellowships

AgreenSkills+
is
an
international
mobility
programme co-funded by the
European Union’s Seventh
Framework Programme for
research,
technological
development.

AgreenSkills+ sets out to encourage the international mobility of young
researchers, from 6 to 24 months for outgoing fellows (an additional 6 month
return period in Europe is mandatory), by supporting research projects in the
fields of agriculture, food, nutrition, environment, animal health and
veterinary public health. Agreenskills offers very attractive mobility allowances
and personalised support for career development plans.
Eligibility:
-

The programme is aimed at researchers working for an AgreeniumIAVFF member organisation. See details of all Latin American and
Caribbean institutions included here
holding a PhD with less than 10 years of postdoctoral research
experience.
Have spent at least 2 years in France within the last 3 years
immediately prior to the expected date of mobility;
Be able to write and speak fluent English or French;

AgreenSkills+ outgoing fellowships are for a mobility period of 6 to a maximum
of 24 months. An additional 6 month return period in Europe is mandatory.
Deadline: 8 February 2018 (last round of programme)

GERMANY – PhD fellowships in organismal biology
Incoming)
WHAT? The International Max Planck Research School (IMPRS) for
Organismal Biology offers fellowships for PhD projects in Organismal Biology.
All projects are fully funded for at least 3 years.
WHO? All nationalities considered. Applicants must have graduated from a
min. 4-year study programme with comprehensive scientific thesis work in
Biology or a related field (Masters or equivalent degree).
Deadline: 15 January 2018

ISRAEL - Dan David Prize and Scholarships
(Incoming)
The Dan David Prize awards scholarships to doctoral and postdoctoral
researchers doing research in the following selected fields:
-

Past: History of science
Present: Bioethics
Future: Personalised medicine

Three prizes of one million US dollars each are granted annually in the fields
chosen for the three time dimensions. The prizes are granted to individuals or
institutions with proven, exceptional, distinct excellence in the sciences, arts,
humanities, public service and business, that have made and continue to make
an outstanding contribution to humanity on the basis of merit, without
discrimination of gender, race, religion, nationality, or political affiliation.
The Dan David Prize laureates annually donate twenty scholarships of USD
15,000 (EUR 12,000) each to outstanding doctoral and postdoctoral
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students (ten scholarships to students at universities throughout the world and
ten scholarships at Tel Aviv University).
Deadline: 10 March 2018

ISRAEL - Global Health Summer Programme at the
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev (Incoming)
The programme provides
students
with
a
comprehensive
learning
experience that combines
classes, professional field
trips and practicum. The
University of the Negev
believes a large part of the
learning occurs in the field.
That’s why students will not
only hear about global health
but they will also visit places
and meet people that actually
practice
or
demonstrate
aspects of global public
health in Israel.

Course dates: 3 July 2018 – 31 July 2018.
Scholarships are available for outstanding students.
The programme consists of the following components:
-

Health in the Age of Globalisation
Israeli Public Health Innovation for the world
One Week on-site Practicum
Professional field trips, exercises and small groups mentoring
Touristic tours

Eligibility:
Students completing their third year of bachelor’s degree and students for
Masters degree, both in the fields of Health sciences, and Social Sciences
with interest in public policy and health economy. English proficiency
required.
Deadline: 25 February 2018

LUXEMBOURG – INTER Mobility 2018 Programme
(Incoming and outgoing)
WHAT? The aim of the INTER Mobility Programme is to promote scientific
exchange between research groups of Luxembourg public research institutions
and research groups abroad in order to foster innovative, internationally
competitive research and to support the exchange of key knowledge and
technological know-how (incoming/outgoing).
WHO? The programme intends to support:
-

Researchers working in Luxembourg to go abroad, or
Researchers from abroad to come to Luxembourg.

The minimal duration of an FNR-funded research stay is 6 weeks and the total
cumulated duration of a research stay is limited to 1 year.
Deadline: 20 January 2018 (Call opening soon).

NETHERLANDS - Holland Scholarships
Bachelor and Masters candidates (Incoming)

for

The Holland Scholarship is financed by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science as well as several Dutch research universities and universities of
applied sciences. This scholarship is meant for international students from
outside the European Economic Area (EEA) who want to do their bachelor or
master’s in the Netherlands.
Deadlines: either 1 February 2017 or 1 May 2017, depending on the host
institution.
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NETHERLANDS - Orange Tulip Scholarship Brazil
and Orange Tulip Scholarship Mexico Programmes
(Incoming)
The Orange Tulip Scholarship Brazil and Mexico programmes are is specially
aimed at Brazilian and Mexican students with academic excellence.
Curious about all scholarships
available in the Netherlands?
Check out the complete
current opportunities list here.
You can filter the scholarships
by your country of origin.
Nuffic Neso also provide a
page for nationals of Celac
who want to study in the
Netherlands here.

Orange Tulip Scholarship consists of scholarships (full or partial) on the
tuition fee, and in some cases covers other costs (e.g. visa costs and
insurance). The programme covers full baccalaureate, senior year of
graduation, MBA and full masters degree in several areas of study. All
grants are for courses fully taught in English and of internationally recognised
quality.
Orange Tulip Sholarship in a nutshell:
-

Levels of study: Undergraduate, Postgraduate (MBA and Masters)
Courses in the areas of: Arts, Biological Sciences and Health, Exact,
Technological and Human
Benefits of up to 50,000 Euros in annuities + cost aid

Deadline: 1 April 2018.
Be aware of the deadline established by the university you are applying
for and finalise the admission process for Orange Tulip Scholarship by
the deadline defined by the institution (which can be as soon as 1
February 2018). List of participating universities for Brazil and for Mexico.

NETHERLANDS-Innovational Research Incentives
Scheme Veni (Incoming)
The Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) launched a call
under its Innovational Research Incentives Scheme Veni.
WHAT? grants of EUR 250,000 to conduct independent research for a period of
three years. All fields are covered by this scheme.
WHO? The grant is open to researchers who have recently obtained their
PhD (within the last three years). Researchers from outside the Netherlands
can apply, but the project to be funded should be carried out at a Dutch
institution recognised by NWO.
Deadline: 9 January 2018

POLAND – short-term research fellowships in
Poland (Incoming, short term)
The Polish Institute of Advanced Studies PIASt invites applications for 5- or
10-month research fellowships, starting their residencies from October 2018.
Applications are open to active researchers from any country at two stages
of their careers:
-

-

juniors/postdocs, who have obtained their PhD in the last 10 years and
have subsequent working experience as researchers for at least 3 prior
to the application date (PhD training is not considered in the calculation
of research experience);
seniors/professors, who have minimum 10 years of full-time research
experience after obtaining a PhD.

Deadline: 30 December 2017.
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SPAIN - Research funding opportunity with Pharma
company Almirall (Incoming)
R&D funding opportunity of Spanish pharma company ALMIRALL under their
shared innovation initiative Almirall Share and from which researchers
worldwide in the field of dermatology could benefit.
Almirall
is
a
Spanish
pharmaceutical company with
13 affiliates in Europe and
United States, leaders in the
field of dermatology.

Almirall Share is a new innovation initiative aimed at boosting collaborative
research in the field of dermatology with universities, research centres,
hospitals, start-ups, biotechs around the world bringing together smart minds to
provide solutions for skin diseases such as psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, acne or
rosacea.
Almirall is looking for translational preclinical models and offers financial and
scientific support to develop novel pharmacological validated in vitro and in vivo
research models in any of those skin diseases.
Funding: From EUR 25,000 to 100,000 per project.
Deadline: 31 December 2017

UK (British Academy) - Newton Mobility Grants
For scientists in Brazil, Mexico, South Africa and Turkey who want to establish
and develop collaboration with UK researchers around a specific jointly defined
research project.
These one-year awards might include a range of related activities, but mobility
(in the form of visits and exchanges, etc.) should form an integral part of
proposals. The main purpose of the funding is to cover travel and maintenance
costs, although costs related to other eligible activities will be considered.
Partnerships including a training element and involving scholars in the early
stages in their career will be looked on favourably.
WHO ? Both a UK-based applicant and an overseas-based applicant are
required for this scheme. Both applicants must have a PhD or equivalent
research experience and hold a permanent or fixed-term contract in an eligible
university or research institute.
The British Academy Newton Mobility Grants cover researchers working in all
disciplines within the social sciences and humanities.
Deadline: 20 December 2017.
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UK (Newton Fund) Newton Advanced Fellowships
This award is available to international early career group leaders to develop
their research by linking them with some of the best research groups in the UK.
Eligibility

The
Newton
Advanced
Fellowship is in partnership
with
British
Academy.
Applicants for social science
and humanities should apply
to the British Academy.
This scheme is funded by the
Department of Business,
Energy
and
Industrial
Strategy as part of the
Newton Fund.

Applicants must have a PhD or equivalent research experience and hold a
permanent or fixed-term contract in an eligible university or research institute,
which must span the duration of the project. Applicants should have no more
than 15 years of postdoctoral experience. Collaborations should focus on a
single project involving an overseas-based scientist (“the Applicant”) and a UKbased scientist (“the Co-applicant”).
In Latin America, awards are currently only available for scientists in the
following countries:
-

Brazil (in partnership with CONFAP)
Mexico (in partnership with the National Council of Science and
Technology CONACYT)

Duration: Awards last for up to three years. Funding: Up to £37,000 is available
each year
Deadline : 20 December 2017

UK – Alan Turing Doctoral Studentship (Incoming)
The Alan Turing Institute is
the national institute for data
science, headquartered at the
British Library.
Five founding universities –
Cambridge,
Edinburgh,
Oxford, UCL and Warwick –
and the UK Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research
Council created The Alan
Turing Institute in 2015.

Turing doctoral studentships offer an exceptional opportunity for graduates to
undertake a data science focused PhD in a multidisciplinary environment. At
the Turing you will find researchers from different disciplines’ core to data
science working side-by-side to solve problems, generate ideas and transform
research into real-world impact. From computer scientists, to mathematicians to
behavioural scientists and statisticians, you will have an opportunity to develop
your skills and research alongside leading experts aiming to make game
changing contributions to the data science spectrum.
View the list of research areas and strategic priorities
Open to all nationalities
Studentships include a generous tax-free stipend of £20,500 per annum, a
travel allowance and tuition fees for a period of 3.5 years.
Applications from graduates whose research spans multiple disciplines and
applications are particularly welcome.
Deadline: 30 November 2017

UK (University of Sussex) – Chancellor's
International Research Scholarship (2018) (Incoming)

Other Postgraduate research
scholarships are available to
study at University of Sussex
in various areas. Check here

The University of Sussex welcomes applications from outstanding international
applicants from across all subjects for 11 fully funded Chancellor's
International Research Scholarships. A scholarship will normally be tenable for
one year in the first instance, renewable annually for a maximum of 3
years to 3.5 years, depending on the subject.
The scholarship will cover international fees and provide a stipend which will
match that provided for UK doctoral students by the UK Research Council..
Deadline: 2 February 2018
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UK - Wellcome Investigator Award (Incoming)

Wellcome aims to improve
health for everyone by
helping great ideas to thrive.
It’s
a global charitable
foundation, both politically
and financially independent. It
supports
scientists
and
researchers take on big
problems,
fuel
imaginations, and
spark
debate.

Funding for world-class researchers and clinicians with a compelling long-term
vision for their research. Provides a flexible package of funding that is driven by
the requirements of the proposed research. Awards may be small or large,
typically up to £3 million, and lasting up to seven years. Applications three times
a year.
Next deadline : 12 March 2018

UK – Universiy of
scholarships (Incoming)

Edinburgh

Enlightenment

The University will offer up to 30 Enlightenment Scholarships for students
starting their PhD research at the University in the 2018-2019 academic
session.
Each Enlightenment Scholarship will cover full tuition fees, a living cost award,
equivalent to the current UK research council rates and subject to satisfactory
progress. Te scholarship are awarded for up to 4 years for full-time PhD study,
pro-rata for part-time study.
Disciplines : Biological Sciences, Geosciences, Informatics, Mathematics,
School of Veterinary Studies
Eligibility: The awards are open to UK, EU and overseas students applying to
an eligible PhD programme commencing their research degree between August
2018 and December 2018.
Deadline : 1 February 2018

INTERNATIONAL - Society in Science: the Branco
Weiss Postdoctoral Fellowship
WHO? Young researchers of any nationality (no more than 5 years of
research experience after the completion of their doctoral degree) may apply for
a fellowship for up to five years, working at an academic institution of their
choice anywhere in the world. Ideally, fellows pursue unconventional projects
in new areas of science, engineering and social sciences.
A Branco Weiss Fellowship consists of CHF 100,000 per year.
Deadline: 15 January 2018
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3 Calls still open
(Click on the blue links or see previous EURAXESS CELAC lists of funding
opportunities for more details)

European Union
European Respiratory Society - Post-doctoral Research fellowships RESPIRE 3
(Incoming): for early stage scientists in respiratory science; For the 2 year
European Fellowships, applicants of any nationality can apply to come to
Europe.Deadline: 1 December 2017
European Respiratory Society (ERS) - Short-Term Research Training
Fellowships (Incoming): allow young scientists and clinicians to visit a host
institution in Europe. Short term stays of 1-3 months are supported. All
nationalities. Next deadline: 1 April 2018

EMBO offers the largest
number of life science events
in Europe. EMBO Courses &
Workshops
funds
approximately
90
events
attracting more than 11,000
participants every year.

Erasmus+ Joint Master Degrees (JMD) are offered by an international
consortium of higher education institutions. Students from anywhere in the
world at master's level can apply for these degrees and one of the approx.
15 student and 4 guest lecturers scholarships. Deadlines: various
(depending on each consortium’s rules for application. Most consortia will
require applications to be submitted between October and January, for courses
starting the following academic year.)
EMBO Long-Term Fellowships. Long- term fellowships for up to 2 years to
support post-doctoral research visits to laboratories throughout Europe and
the world. Deadline: now accepted throughout the year.
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis IIASA Postdoctoral
Research programme offers up to 2 years positions. Applications are accepted
continually. Next deadline: 1 April 2018.

EU Member States and Associated Countries
AUSTRIA - Institute of Science and Technology (IST) PhD programme
(Incoming): Master's or Bachelor's required; natural sciences,
mathematics, computer sciences and any related interdisciplinary areas.
English proficiency. Deadline: 8 January 2018
AUSTRIA - Young Scientists Summer Programme at IIASA (Incoming): 3month Young Scientists Summer Programme (YSSP) in Austria for PhD
students on global environmental, economic and social change. Deadline:
11 January 2018
Applicants from all countries
are welcome, although IIASA
gives priority to citizens or
residents of NMO countries,
including Brazil and Mexico
Looking for scholarships or
research grants in Austria?
Check
https://grants.at/en/

out

The
Erwin
Schrödinger
programme is co-funded by
the European Union.

AUSTRIA – Marietta Blau PhD Grant (Outgoing): 6-12 months of a doctoral
programme at Austrian universities in Natural Sciences.
Monthly grants of 1500 Euros; Next application deadlines:1 February & 1
September 2018.
AUSTRIA - Institute of Science and Technology call for professors for
internationally accomplished scientists in all areas. Deadlines: On-going for
Professor applications.
AUSTRIA - Lise Meitner Programme for Scientists from Abroad. WHO: Highly
qualified scientists of any discipline with an invitation from an Austrian research
institution. Applications accepted continuously, no application deadlines.
AUSTRIA – Erwin Schrödinger Outgoing Fellowship (Outgoing) including a
return phase. Post-doctoral fellowships at leading foreign research
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institutions for young and especially highly qualified post-doc scientists of any
discipline. Applications accepted continuously, no application deadlines.
BELGIUM – FWO outgoing mobility opportunities.
international contacts between research groups.
-

Grants supporting

Travel Grants for Short Stays Abroad (Max. 1 month, outgoing)
Grant for participation in a conference abroad
Grant for participation in a workshop or course abroad

Deadline for all grants: no later than 3 months prior to the departure date.
BELGIUM (Wallonie-Bruxelles) - Ulysse incoming Mobility (Incoming) For a
highly qualified researcher to lead a research team at Wallonie-Bruxelles
Federation (WBF) university. Employment contract for 3 years. Deadline:
rolling basis.
BELGIUM (Wallonie-Bruxelles) - F.R.S.-FNRS Post-doctoral temporary
incoming fellowship* (up to 3 years) for a non-Belgian PhD holder (with
maximum 6 years of experience). Deadline: rolling basis
BELGIUM – FWO Travel Grants for Long Stays Abroad (5 weeks to 12 months)
for researchers affiliated with a university in the Flemish community or belong to
the scientific staff (of the Dutch-speaking community) of a federal or Flemish
scientific institute. Submission deadline: no later than 3 months before
departure.
BELGIUM (Flanders) – Scholarships for incoming Master . Full scholarships
funded by VLIR-UOS to follow a training or Master programme at a Flemish
university or university college. Applicants must apply to the master programme
of their choice, mentioning they also apply for a scholarship. Open to national
and resident of one of the 54 eligible countries in Africa, Asia and Latin
America. Deadline: depends on the Master programme.
ESTONIA - Mobilitas Pluss Support for study visits and training abroad for 100
researchers to attend international training events of both ETAg and its partners
abroad. Deadline: Continuous
ESTONIA – Dora Plus programme (incoming / outgoing). Outgoing: Support to
short-term study mobility for Master’s students and doctoral students from
higher education institutions in Estonia. Incoming: Foreign Master’s students
and doctoral students for short-term teaching and research work in Estonia (110 months). Applications: On-going
FINLAND – Finish Foundations’ (Outgoing) Post Doc Pool:
At least one academic year; Only for sending post-doctoral researchers abroad
from Finland. Open to applicants of any nationality based in Finland Two
application rounds per year. Next deadline: 15 January 2018
FINLAND - CIMO Fellowships. WHO? Young doctoral level students and
researchers from all countries and from all academic fields. No application
deadline.
FRANCE – INRIA The "Internships" Programme (Incoming): Research training
experience for students from all over the world; Undergraduate, masters or
PhD students come and spend a few months in an Inria research team; 2-6
months with fixed renumeration around 500€ per month. Deadline: check on
website
FRANCE – 15 Postdoctoral Fellowships on Biology and Information
Technologies open to all nationalities at the French Atomic and Alternative
Energies Commission (CEA). No specific application deadline: The positions
are open until they are filled by appropriate candidates.
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FRANCE - PRESTIGE Postdoc programme. Three mobility schemes aimed at
fostering the international mobility of post-doc researchers complying with the
Marie Curie Actions mobility rules. Call open all year long with four cut-off dates.
The next ones are: 31 December 2017, 31 March 2018, 30 June 2018, 30
September 2018

Check out the DAAD funding
database here! Here you can
find information on various
kinds of DAAD funding for
foreign students, graduates
and postdocs as well as on
funding offered by other
selected organisations

CLICK ON BLUE TITLES
FOR MORE INFORMATION

GERMANY - PhD at Berlin Mathematical School (Incoming): doctoral
programme. BMS offers a broad range of courses, pure and applied
mathematics, Scholarships. Deadlines: 1 December 2017 (for applications with
scholarship request); Late application deadline (limited number of scholarships
available): 1 April 2018.
GERMANY – Humboldt Foundation International Climate Protection Fellowship
for young climate experts from developing countries (Incoming):Spend a year
working with a host of your choice in Germany on a research-based project you
have developed yourself in the field of climate protection and climate-related
resource conservation. Deadline: 1 March 2018
GERMANY – Development-Related Postgraduate Courses (EPOS) - DAAD:
Scholarships for foreign graduates from all disciplines and with at least two
years' professional experience to take a postgraduate or Master's degree at
a state or state-recognised German university; Duration: 12 to 36
months.Deadline: dependent on study programme, details here )
GERMANY – DLR-DAAD Research Fellowship Programme; For highlyqualified foreign doctoral, postdoctoral students and senior scientists in
Aeronautics, Space, Transportation, Energy; 1 – 36 months. Deadline: Usually
once position filled or depending on current fellowships conditions, more details
available here
GERMANY - Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel Research Awards of EUR 45,000 and up
to one year cooperating on a long-term research project with specialist
colleagues at a research institution in Germany by the Humboldt Foundation.
Rolling call for applications with two reviews panels per year. In spring and
autumn.
GERMANY – Incoming Emmy Noether Programme*. WHO? Outstanding
postdocs/junior researchers with 2 to 4 years postdoctoral experience. No
application deadlines.
GERMANY – Gerda Henkel Foundation post-doctoral 1 to 24 months Research
Scholarships in humanities to carry out an independent research project alone.
Applications are welcome at any time.
GERMANY- DAAD Reintegration of German scientists* with the goal of
reintegrating into the German scientific community after having spent at least 1
year abroad. Deadline depends on current offers

The current
offers
are
published under DLR-DAAD
Fellowships - Current offers

GERMANY - DLR-DAAD Research Incoming Fellowships* in the fields of
Space, Aeronautics, Energy and Transportation Research open to foreign
doctoral and postdoctoral students as well as senior scientists. Deadlines
depend on the current offers.
GERMANY - Humboldt INCOMING Fellowships* for researchers at different
stages in their careers: - Humboldt Incoming Research Fellowship for
Postdoctoral Researchers (6-24 months) for researchers from abroad who
have completed their doctorate in the last four years; - Humboldt INCOMING
Research Fellowship for Experienced Researchers (6-18 months research
projects) for Assistant Professors or Junior Research Group Leaders from
abroad who completed their doctorate less than twelve years ago; Georg
Forster Research Fellowship (HERMES) for Postdoctoral Researchers (6−24
months research project) for postdoctoral or experienced researchers from
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developing or transition countries who have completed their doctorate in the last
4 (post-doc)/12 years (experienced researchers). Deadline: any time during
the year.
IRELAND - EDGE Fellowships in ICT and Materials (Incoming). For
experienced researchers of any nationality and residing worldwide;
Fellowship based in one of ten of Ireland’s third-level institutes. 24 months;
Advanced Materials & BioEngineering; Digital Content & Media Technologies;
Future Networks & Communications. Deadline: 31 January 2018
This project has received
funding from the European
Union’s
Horizon
2020
research
and
innovation
programme under the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie (COFUND)
grant agreement No. 713567.
In
total,
71
Marie
Skłodowska-Curie
Fellowships in Ireland will be
offered by the project.

IRELAND – SFI incoming Research Professorship* open to researchers in
academia or industry. Applications on a rolling basis.
ITALY - Calls for the Admission to 2017/18 PhD Programmes - Sant' Anna
School of Advanced Studies;68 positions for Ph.Ds. Non-Italian residents must
have completed a MSc degree by 31 Oct 2017.Deadlines : varying depending
on the topics. Click on the “annex to the call” link on the right-hand column here
NETHERLANDS (KNAW) - Evert Willem Beth Foundation: funding for research
and symposiums: Research and symposiums in: modern logic, philosophy of
science, history of logic, history of the philosophy of science and scientific
philosophy in general. Students as well as researchers can apply. Continuous
application.
NETHERLANDS – NWO ASPASIA Programme linked to Innovational Research
Incentives Scheme Vidi and Vici. Aspasia is a grant linked to the Vidi and Vici
competitive grant scheme. The highest performing female candidates in the
NOW’s Vidi and Vici rounds will be approached by NWO after the round if they
are not yet an associate professor (in case of Vidi) or full professor (in case of
Vici). The Aspasia programme does not have a deadline or an application form.
NETHERLANDS – NWO visitor’s travel grant* for foreign senior researchers
to stay in the Netherlands for a maximum of 4 months. Continuous
application.
NORWAY – The Research Council of Norway: Personal Visiting Researcher
Grant for international researchers with qualifications at the professor level.
Deadline: on-going.
POLAND (Foundation for Polish Science) - IDEAS FOR POLAND for Winners
of the “ERC Starting Grants” competition who intend to pursue scientific
research in Poland. Rolling basis.
PORTUGAL - Grants for Sabbatical Leave (outgoing) for PhD holders to
carrying out research at foreign universities. All research fields and
nationalities are eligible. The call is permanently open.
SPAIN - Extensive list of national, regional and private sector recruitment and
funding opportunities: Looking for a research job or funding to carry out
research in Spain? Check the list of opportunities compiled by FECYT here.
SWITZERLAND – ETH Zurich Postdoctoral Fellowships. Fellowships for
postdoctoral researchers at the ETH Zurich; Applications have to be made
jointly by the candidate and their host who must be an ETH Zurich Professor
and who will act as a mentor of the fellow; two years; Next deadline: 1 March
2018
SWITZERLAND (Swiss National Science Foundation - SNSF) – outgoing
fellowships for Swiss nationals or permanent residents: International Short
Visits, fund incoming / outgoing short term mobility and small joint research
project. Continuous application
TURKEY - TÜBİTAK ‟2221” Fellowships for Visiting Scientists and Scientists on
Sabbatical Leave who would like to give workshops/conferences/lectures, or
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conduct R&D activities in Turkey. Three types of visits are granted within this
programme: Short-term (up to 1 month), Long-term (up to 12 months) and
Sabbatical Leave (from 3 months to 12 months). All types of grants cover
monthly stipend and travel costs. Deadline : rolling basis.
UK - Imperial College President’s PhD Scholarships (Incoming): full tuition fees
and a generous stipend for a PhD place at Imperial College London for up
to 50 research students (no restrictions on nationality) within their chosen
research field; Up to 3.5 years. Next deadlines: 19 January 2018; 23 March
2018
UK - Eight Fellowships at Warwick University's Institute of Advanced Study
(IAS) (Incoming). Research in an area linked to one of the Warwick Global
Research Priorities; Open to all nationalities and disciplines; Must have a
PhD or 4 years equivalent research experience. Deadline 30 November 2017
UK (University of Cambridge) - Gates Cambridge Scholarship: full-cost
scholarships for outstanding applicants from countries outside of the UK,
including Latino American and Caribbeans, to pursue a full-time postgraduate
degree in any subject available at the University of Cambridge. Deadline:
Dependent on your course - either 6 December 2017 or 4 January 2018
UK - Wellcome Trust Doctoral studentships (Incoming): Humanities or social
science doctoral degrees in any area of health. Applicants must have
sponsorship from an eligible host organisation in the UK, Republic of Ireland or
a low, middle-income or upper-middle- income country and hold, or expect to
hold, a relevant Master's degree. Deadline : 29 March 2018
UK - Wellcome Trust Seed Awards in Humanities and Social Science : Small,
one-time grants - of up to £100,000 for up to two years - to help researchers
develop original and innovative ideas on the theme of sexuality and health. Next
Deadline: 12 March 2018
UK - Wellcome Intermediate Fellowships in Public Health and Tropical
Medicine. For high-calibre, mid-career researchers from low- and middleincome countries, including some Latino American Countries, to establish an
independent research programme. Research should be aimed at understanding
and improving public health and tropical medicine of local, national and global
relevance. Deadline: 30 November 2017
*All these Wellcome trust
opportunities
and
many
others are available on
EURAXESS
funding
database

International - IARC Senior Visiting Scientist Award for Cancer Research: For a
qualified and experienced senior investigator who wishes to spend from six to
twelve months at the IARC working on a collaborative project in a research
area related to the Agency’s programmes. Deadline for application: 30
November 2017.

FORTHCOMING:
-

-

-

BELGIUM (Wallonie-Bruxelles) – Incoming and outgoing doctoral and
postdoctoral scholarship for Excellence IN.WBI & WBI.World. Expected
call opening January 2018
UK (University of Nottingham) - Vice-Chancellor's Scholarship for
Research Excellence: 50 full tuition fees scholarships in Arts,
Medicine and Health Sciences, Science and Social Sciences. Call
opening soon. Expected deadline: March 2018
ERCIM – Alain Bensoussan Fellowships. Call opening on 1st April
2018
European cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) call for
proposals: call expected to open in April 2018
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-

EURAXESS
Centres
To better plan and organise
their stay in a foreign
European
country,
researchers and their families
can also benefit from the free
and personalised assistance
offered by the EURAXESS
Centres, a network of more
than 250 centres located in
40
different
European
countries.

POLAND – HOMING incoming postdoctoral fellowships for Young
Researchers. Call opening 8 January 2018, Deadline 5 March 2018
UK - Newton International Fellowships. Call opening in January 2018
UK – Leverhulme Early Career Fellowships. Call opening on 1 January
closing 1 March 2018
HFSP Frontier Research Grants. Call expected to open in December
2017

About EURAXESS CELAC
EURAXESS Celac is a networking tool for European researchers active/seeking
activity in Latin America and Caribbean states and for Celac researchers
wishing to collaborate with and/or pursue a career in Europe.
EURAXESS CELAC provides information about research in Europe, European
research policy, opportunities for research funding, for EU-Celac and
international collaboration and for trans-national mobility.
Membership is free.
Visit us at celac.euraxess.org and click on the Join the community button.
EURAXESS Worldwide networks have thus far been launched in North America
(USA & Canada) Japan, China, India, the ASEAN hub (encompassing
Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Vietnam) and CELAC.
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